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1. Visioning
Vision Statement

Transform the intersection of 29th Street and Girard Avenue in Philadelphia’s Brewerytown 
neighborhood into a welcoming gateway, anchoring a strong commercial corridor while serving 
as a safe and welcoming transit hub.

Background

The intersection of 29th Street and Girard Avenue in Philadelphia’s Brewerytown neighborhood 
is one terminus for a once-bustling commercial corridor and also serves as a transit hub for two 
bus routes and a trolley route. These transit routes connect multiple Philadelphia neighborhoods 
and the central business district, where many of Brewerytown’s residents work, shop and 
interact with civic services.

Historically, the neighborhood was working class, with many of its residents working in the 
nearby breweries that dotted the area and gave the neighborhood its name. As a result of 
Prohibition and white-flight trends of the 1970’s, the neighborhood has endured an economic 
depression for decades. Today, market forces and shifting consumer preferences are breathing 
new life into the once-struggling commercial corridor, driving increased real estate investment.

As the neighborhood grows, increased interest in shopping along West Girard Avenue and the 
use of 29th & Girard as a transit access point grows as well. As such, now is the time to ensure the 
intersection is safe and welcoming for all users to ensure that positive growth trends continue.

Site Characteristics

The site of 29th and Girard represents a border between two neighborhoods, Fairmount 
and Brewerytown. Historically, these two neighborhoods have been racially divided but as 
demographics shift, community groups working in the two neighborhoods encourage an open 
dialogue among residents to empower all parties to benefit from new development. The vision 
above will help transform the corner from a hard border into a shared communal hub for all 
users.

Furthermore, the site is located just minutes from major attractions like the Philadelphia Zoo, 
Fairmount Park, and the Philadelphia Museum of Art. Its proximity to I-76 also makes the 
neighborhood an ideal location for visitors or residents who commute by car to suburban 
locations.

While the commercial corridor remains dotted by vacant storefronts, new businesses have 
begun to open their doors in the past few years including a coffee shop, bike shop, fitness center, 
microbrewery and more.  These opening are indicative of changing marketplace that represents 
residential infill and will result in an increased demand for services like transit.
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2. Problem Identification
Site Visits

The committee took turns visiting the site on varied days and times in August and September, 2015, to make 
observations on the intersection’s design and the behavior of its users. Below is a summary of their observations.

Legitimate Users

All parties noted a high number of legitimate users in the space, mostly in the form of commuters. Observers 
commented on the flow of users as buses and trolleys came and went as most users would board those vehicles. A 
lack of space to corral commuters was noted, resulting in many sitting on residential stoops, honor boxes and curbs. 

Other legitimate users were witnessed shopping or dining in local establishments, picking up children in daycares or 
otherwise strolling the avenue.

Excessive Loitering

One site in particular was noted to host a number of individuals loitering the entirety of the afternoon and into the 
night. The area between Nonstop Beer and American Check Cashing hosted individuals that were witnessed selling 
individual cigarettes and using crates and plastic chairs to remain comfortable for the better part of the day.

One observer noted a number of visitors parking, greeting those sitting at that location, and immediately leaving. 
Another observer witnessed those loitering using a car stereo to play music for an extended period of time.

Around the corner from this location, along the south east side of 29th street just south of Girard, multiple observers 
reported a strong scent of urine and an employee of the property disposing of liquid along the sidewalk.

Physical Environment

Multiple observers noticed dark spaces created by the placement of dumpsters along 29th Street, in close proximity 
to the scent of urine. 

Furthermore, observers commented on how a handicap ramp into the check cashing location created a border to 
hide some activity occurring by the illegitimate users detailed above.

A seemingly abandoned, certainly vacant, newsstand on the North East corner collected trash and presented a 
poorly lit area (note: this newsstand has since been removed).

However, it was also noted that on that NW corner, the Girard Minimart has made improvements to their façade 
including brighter lighting, fresh paint and planters and the degree of loitering and scent of urine was much less 
extreme.

Many of the commercial properties along the corner had an illegal amount of signage in the windows making it 
difficult to have clear sightlines in/out of the property. Furthermore, the number of poles created by trolley lines, 
telephone lines, pedestrian lighting etc., made it difficult for legitimate users to find the right amount of space to wait 
for their bus or trolley.

Additional Comments

Observers also noted the faint smell of marijuana, a large amount of litter and instances of graffiti in the immediate 
area.
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Northwest corner, 11 am and 9 pm
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Southwest corner, 11 am and 9 pm
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Northeast corner, 11 am and 9 pm
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Southeast corner, 11 am and 9 pm
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Safety Audits

On September 29, 2015 at approximately 8:15PM a group of eight volunteers from throughout 
the neighborhood each completed a safety audit to provide their feedback on the lighting, 
signage and design of 29th Street and Girard Avenue corner. Many results and responses were 
consistent with the committee’s site visits, while some new considerations were presented.

Overall impressions of the corner were ones of excessive loitering, dirty conditions and loud 
noises coming from users, vehicles and transit.

 Lighting

Lighting was perceived to be inconsistent by a number of respondents for reasons including a 
number of closed storefronts, out lights and obscured lights. Half of respondents found lighting 
in the area to be poor or very poor, while only one respondent indicated lighting was good.  

A considerable number of respondents commented on the difference between North 29th Street 
(well lit) and South 29th Street (poorly lit). On 29th Street, building-mounted lights along the 
Nonstop Beer store (S. 29th) were all out while the lights on a vacant property on N. 29th were all 
on, creating a stronger sense of safety north of Girard despite a lack of commercial activity.

 Signage

General impression of signs was one of lacking cohesion. Some storefronts had very large and 
bright signs while others had limited to no signage. Additionally, nearly all respondents indicated 
the need for better directional, gateway and wayfinding signage.

 Sight Lines

All but one respondent indicated that they would not be able to identify a face from 25 yards 
away, and yet most respondents also reported clear sight lines. This is likely a result of lighting 
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rather than obstructions along the corridor.

Still, respondents overwhelming reported that individuals had easy access to places to hide, the 
most popular of which were commercial and residential insets and behind dumpsters. Additional 
areas identified were mailboxes, trees, alleys and cars.

 Additional Comments

While the above areas covered most comments and concerns raised by respondents, additional 
notes or recommendations were made by multiple volunteers. They include noting of smells, 
mostly around the SE corner, the need for better transit infrastructure and an emphasis on 
loitering as an issue.

Credit: PhillyCrimeMap.org
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3. Problem Analysis
Crime Statistics

In examining the concentration of reported crimes over the course of one year 
(September 2014 – September 2015) we found that a significant number of 
crimes are in fact located in close proximity to the corner of 29th Street and 
Girard Avenue. Within the larger context of the neighborhood, the only area 
with a higher concentration of crimes is along Taney Street, just south of Girard. 
This location is notorious for car break-ins as the block is entirely vacant lots 
and abandoned buildings, and is situated near a regional live music venue. This 
site was not selected for this particular study because an impending mixed use 
development has already been approved on the largest vacant lot bordering the 
street.

The most common crimes in the area near 29th Street and Girard Avenue are 
thefts and theft from vehicle followed by burglaries and aggravated assault (both 
with and without firearms).  Interestingly we see nearly 2/3 of crimes reported 
during the day time, perhaps as a result of a significantly smaller daytime 
population when most residents leave to work in the central business district or 
nearby University City district.

Analysis through CPTED Principles

 Territoriality

The space under consideration is almost entirely public space with hard lines 
between public and private. As a result, property owners’ stoops and facades 
become the border between the public and private realm. A lack of branding 
and markers leave the public space without a clearly defined overseer. Current 
conditions include dated and faded banners of an organization that no longer 
exists (Girard Coalition).

 Access Control

There seems to be no access control apparent in the public realm.  Furthermore, 
retailers located in proximity to the site have little to no organized access controls 
in place.

 Image

Relatively recent installation of pedestrian lighting (approximately 6 years ago) 
has helped improve the aesthetics of the corner. However more can do be done 
to ensure regular maintenance, consistent cleaning and graffiti removal. 

 Natural Surveillance

Three of the four establishments on the corner of 29th and Girard are active 

Credit: PhillyCrimeMap.org
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businesses. However, each storefront presents its own challenges to natural surveillance. On 
the NE corner, the minimart has limited windows; the small windows they do have are high in 
the walls relative to street level, with product and security gates severely limiting the view. On 
the SE corner, the diner’s windows are positioned too high to see street activity. Additionally, 
while the diner opens early and can help provide morning “eyes on the street,” it closes after 
lunch, limiting surveillance during the hours when inappropriate uses of the intersection most 
often occur. On the SW corner, the beer store’s windows are obscured by illegal signs that make 
sight lines both in and out of the store challenging. Furthermore, the interior layout of the 
store makes it nearly impossible for staff to see what’s occurring outside. Finally, the NE corner 
property is currently vacant, however initial review of site plans indicate that it will present 
strong opportunity for natural surveillance with large unobstructed windows and an interior 
situated in which both staff and guests will be able to easily see out.

While the storefronts present surveillance challenges, observation shows that most apartment 
units above (each property consists of three floors) do seem to be occupied and have potential 
for residents to clearly see what’s occurring on the street. However, the sounds of the street 
users combined with vehicular traffic and transit noises create a very loud environment that may 
hinder a potential resident’s reaction.

 Land Use

The current land use is built to scale and for the most part friendly to pedestrian interactions, 
with wide sidewalks and small stores with pedestrian-scaled frontages at the ground floor and 
residential uses above. Mixed use properties present the best path forward for strong natural 
surveillance and pedestrian lighting illuminates the area on a human scale. 

 Movement Predictors

Current movement predictors include crosswalks and transit shelters. There is currently no 
wayfinding signage to guide users to specific desirable destinations. 

 Activity Support

Just steps away from this corner is a retailer who regularly sells products on the sidewalk 
supporting a vibrant street environment. Periodic events held on the Avenue encourage 
pedestrians to stroll to multiple storefronts for artistic installations.

 Displacement

Displacement is a likely result of increased activity along the avenue. With dark alleys nearby and 
blocks with large swaths of vacant properties, it is a concern that negative displacement could 
occur. However, with the proper interventions, most displacements would likely be positive or 
diffused, resulting in an overall reduction in criminal activity.

 Capacity

The foundation is here for a strong gateway with wide sidewalks, two-way streets, strong transit 
connections, and  pedestrian-oriented development. However, current retail mix and offerings 
along West Girard Avenue combined with outdated and poorly maintained street furniture have 
kept this gateway from reaching its full potential.
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 Cohesion

Multiple community groups are working together to improve conditions along West Girard 
Avenue and specifically the 29th Street corner. As a result, discussions are emerging as to what is 
acceptable and unacceptable behavior, defined by the local community, at that corner.

 Connectivity

Stronger relationships with the police district, including the reintroduction of beat cops could 
improve the neighborhood’s connectivity to outside partnerships. Furthermore partnerships 
could be explored with organizations that may be able to activate the space in unique and 
creative ways.

 Culture

The intersection as it stands now is void of significant cultural relics. However, the restoration 
of the “Hat Shop” on the NE corner, which currently sits vacant, retains the original sign to pay 
tribute to the corridor’s history. In addition, a number of the vacant storefronts along the Avenue 
and 29th Street retain their original interiors and if reopened as commercial spaces, could 
strengthen the cultural ties of the current neighborhood to its thriving past. Further installations 
could act to both beautify and create more points of cultural significance at the site.
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4. Strategy & Recommendations
Increase Legitimate Users by Activating Public Space

Pedestrian activity along West Girard Avenue is relatively light outside of transit users. By 
introducing events that animate the Avenue, legitimate users will have a greater reason to 
use the corner and ultimately displace non-legitimate users. Some recommendations for such 
activities include dollar strolls, food trucks, community festivals, and ceremonies.

Upgrade Street Furniture to More Easily Identify Legitimate Users

An observational challenge that exists is distinguishing between legitimate and non-legitimate 
users. As this is a heavy transit corridor, the lack of transit passenger infrastructure forces waiting 
passengers to use alternative spaces to wait for their bus or trolley. By improving the conditions 
of transit shelters, passengers would be more inclined to congregate in those designated areas. 

Create Public / Private Buffer Spaces

Since all of the commercial facades at this location directly access the sidewalk, there is no 
space currently for a public/private buffer that could potentially host legitimate users. It’s 
recommended that community groups work with developers to attract the type of commercial 
activity that could include outdoor seating and help create that buffer.

Work with Property Owners to Improve Commercial Facades

From signage to lighting to landscaping, improvements to key commercial properties could make 
a big impact on the built environment of this corner. For example, adding planters to the area 
between Nonstop and the check cashing storefront could eliminate the space currently most 
occupied by loiterers. Furthermore, encouraging cleaner and simpler signage, and enforcement 
of signage restrictions, could improve sightlines and natural surveillance. A consistent and 
standard lighting scheme at the pedestrian scale for commercial properties on this corner and 
throughout the commercial corridor could also improve perceptions and illuminate otherwise 
potential hiding spots.

Develop Sense of Ownership with Branding and Maintenance Programs

Implementing a regular and standardized street cleaning and maintenance program could aid in 
the overall perceptions of this location while also demonstrating ownership and management 
of the space. Furthermore, introducing branding elements like banners and trash receptacle 
wraps will further demonstrate this reclamation. Lastly, the largely blank 29th Street wall of 
the Nonstop Deli presents an opportunity to install a mural that could reinforce territoriality 
principles and further position the corner as a gateway to the neighborhood and commercial 
corridor.
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5. Evaluation
As projects are implemented additional safety audits can be conducted to track perceptions over 
time to identify what interventions make the largest impact at this particular site. 

By working in collaboration with the Philadelphia Police Department ongoing crime statistics 
would be assessed to determine the type and frequency of crimes that are occurring and what 
interventions are able to affect change.

Furthermore, by increasing legitimate users, commerce along the avenue should improve, so 
evaluators can look at the growth of current businesses and the opening of new businesses as 
strong indicators of positive impact.


